Space variances in the mean-square pressure at the boundaries of a rectangular reverberation room.
It was found that it was possible to reduce the number of samples needed for power measurements by sampling at the boundaries in a reverberation room. The space variances in the mean-square pressure of oblique wave fields in a rectangular reverberation room were calculated. The sound source was assumed to be a narrow-band noise source. Space variances throughout the room sigma 2A, on the floor sigma 2B, on the edge sigma 2C, and at the corner sigma 2G were compared with each other numerically. The numerical results confirmed that the relation sigma 2G less than sigma 2C less than sigma 2B less than sigma 2A holds well. Particularly, in a rectangular reverberation room, under the condition that the receiver position is fixed at the corner of the room (corner method), the number of samples reduces to 1/2-1/3 the number of samples needed under the condition that both receiver positions and source positions are changed throughout the room. Some experimental results regarding the power measurements by the corner method are also shown. The experimental results confirmed the suitable estimation of the power for a noise source at low frequencies.